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Rick is an innovator with two decades’ experience at the forefront of the digital revolution. His experience spans a wide 

range of organizations — from pure start-up ventures through to $80 billion global corporations — as senior executive, 

advisor and Board member.  Some of his current clients are potential disruptors grappling with rapid growth; others are 

incumbents mounting their own defensive, transformational initiatives to ward off threats from disruptors.  Over the last 

~25 years he has guided growth and innovation strategies and programs at companies that include Adobe, American 

Express, D&B, Fox Home Entertainment, Kinko’s (now part of FedEx), Microsoft, University of Michigan, WalMart, and 

Yahoo!   He collaborates with Geoffrey Moore and his work has been the basis of case studies in Geoffrey’s most recent 

books on innovation, Escape Velocity and Zone to Win: Organizing to compete in an age of disruption.   

His most recent operating role was with Microsoft, where he served as Chief Solutions Officer for Microsoft Advertising 

& Consumer Monetization, General Manager of Marketing Solutions, and founder of Microsoft’s Solution Studio415.  He 

built and led an inter-discipline team of designers, analysts, consumer researchers, and software wizards to co-innovate 

marketing solutions with global corporations, drawing from Microsoft’s portfolio of consumer, internet, and enterprise 

assets.  He worked with senior leadership and the CEO on growth initiatives at the intersection of cloud computing, 

sophisticated analytics, and business model innovation.  He authored unique points of view and was a frequent keynote 

speaker on shared across a wide range of publications and events, including AdWeek, Ad:Tech, ARF Re:Think, 

ProXXima, and Cannes Lions. 

Prior to Microsoft, he was a managing director with TCG Advisors, a boutique strategy and transformation firm based in 

Silicon Valley and founded by Geoffrey Moore.  He served as interim executive for LOBBY7 (CEO) and Vice President, 

Corporate Development for Brix Networks (Vice President, Corporate Development). LOBBY7 was acquired by Nuance 

(NASDAQ: NUAN) and Brix was acquired by EXFO Corporation (NASDAQ: EXFO).  He co-founded Viant Corporation 

where he worked on all aspects of getting the company and its brand established as a leader in the digital services sector, 

from startup through launch and successful IPO.  He launched the first digital strategy offering in the management 

consulting sector while with CSC Index; he served on the management team of Cambridge Technology Partners; and he 

was President of Marble Associates, an early internet software pioneer. 

Prior to joining Microsoft, Rick was a managing director at TCG Advisors, a boutique strategy and transformation firm 

based in Silicon Valley. Some of his work with companies such as Adobe was incorporated in a book on strategy and 

innovation, Escape Velocity, by Geoffrey Moore (Houghton Mifflin, September 2011). He also served as interim executive 

and start-up entrepreneur. As interim executive, he was CEO for LOBBY7 and Vice President, Corporate Development for 

Brix Networks. LOBBY7 was acquired by Nuance (NASDAQ: NUAN) and Brix was acquired by EXFO Corporation 

(NASDAQ: EXFO).[1] Key frameworks as described in the book by Natasha Hritzuk and Kelly Jones, both on Rick’s team: 

Multiscreen Marketing: The Seven Things You Need to Know to Reach Your Customers across TVs, Computers, Tablets, and Mobile 

Phones. CxO implications of these frameworks can be found in the Afterword. 

http://www.amazon.com/Escape-Velocity-Free-Companys-Future/dp/0062040898/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1447875070&sr=8-1&keywords=escape+velocity
http://www.amazon.com/Zone-Win-Organizing-Compete-Disruption-ebook/dp/B016R3G2GY/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1447875216&sr=8-2&keywords=geoffrey+moore
http://escapevelocitybymoore.com/

